But the nineteenth century, with its moral zeal, its insistence upon irrelevant interests, having passed over, the artist can admit that he cares about nothing that does not give him a new subject or a new technique. 1
The nineteenth century presents Irish theatre historians with an immense lacuna and the inherent limitations of our discipline. Beyond brief historical surveys, 3 some studies of Boucicault,4 and recent scholarship on the late Victorian era,s it is a veritable tabula rasa which vividly contrasts with British theatre history. So, when asked to contribute to a book series dedicated to nineteenth-century theatre and designed to interrogate 'the methodological ... and theoretical bases on which theatre history has been or might be constructed',6 an enveloping sense of anxiety understandably overwhelmed me. First of all, as one hapless historian declared a decade ago, 'there was no such thing as Irish drama' in the nineteenth century; an apparently self-evident fact he finds 'worth repeating that for nine tenths of the nineteenth century, there was no such thing as an Irish drama'.? Other historians are equally adamant, 'It may be said boldly as a fact that all drama in Ireland until the beginning of the twentieth century was English drama.'s However, such sweeping, simplistic statements in fact describe the 'determinate absence' of Irish theatre history of the nineteenth century rather than the absence of Irish drama. 9 Given this historiographical void, the tradition of 'archaeo-historical' fieldwork of British theatre history, which frustrates historians like]acky Bratton given its positivist purview of the theatrical past,lO actually provides a methodological process and product that one could get positively nostalgic about, not to mention envious of, as a historian working in Irish theatre in the same period. Secondly, the wider remit of this Palgrave book series in fomenting discussion about the methodological, philosophical and epistemological approaches to theatre history -the meta-language of our discipline -is a debate in its infancy in Irish theatre studies ll given the debilitating, continuing emphasis on examining theatre in national terms, merely as a 'mirror up to nation'P This approach remains the primary conceptual and organizational modality of Irish theatre historiography. Ironically, this is in the putatively post-modern, post-national context of the Peace Process and Celtic Tiger Ireland, and the no less illustrious context of Dennis Kennedy's decommissioning -with all that term connotesof the category of national theatre from the Oxford Encyclopedia of Theatre and Performance: an editorial elision recounted by an unrepentant Kennedy in the inaugural book of this series.13 Kennedy's 'Confessions of an Encyclopedist' poses profound, provocative questions for theatre historians, the implications of which for Irish historians I will unpack towards the end of this essay.
Both these problems -the lack of research in nineteenth-century Irish theatre and the limited disciplinary debate within Irish theatre studies as a whole -are inextricably linked. Indeed, archival research on this 'barren' period reveals a wealth of material available, whether related to local commercial theatres, stock companies, national touring circuits, or the virtually unexplored world of music halls, 'free and easies', singing saloons, variety theatres and vaudeville. 14 Beyond this is the hybrid, heteroglossic plenitude of theatrical activity outside of the urban, institutional and professional sphere in the diversity of popular traditions, forms and practices: from the nomadic performances of strolling players and travelling fit-up companies to the folk traditions of mummers, 15 wren boys,16 straw boys,17 Biddy boys,18 rhymers,19 street balladry against the background of an underlying, miasmatic Gaelic culture that was inherently performative with its seannachies,20 dances, christenings, wakes, weddings,21 'patterns',22 holy healing wells,23 Samhain,24 Imbolc, Beltaine 25 and Lughnasa, not to mention the rhizomic, ritualized performances associated with fairs, faction fights, folk plays, parades, pageants, codified rituals of secret societies, political demonstrations and commemorations. 26
With this realization comes recognition of how extraordinarily successful the father of modern Irish drama, W. B. Yeats, has been in shaping the modernity of Irish theatre as evidenced by the hegemony of the national(ist) meta-narrative of Irish theatre history which hails the inauguration of the Irish Literary Theatre (ILT, my italics) in the final year of the nineteenth century as the founding moment of Irish drama. Yeats's haute bourgeois dismissal of popular theatre and his modernist privileging of 'literary' drama along with Lady Gregory, Edward Martyn et al. is vividly, visually manifest in an ink and pen drawing by his brother Jack Yeats, entitled: '''Hellfire'': Drawing of a People's Theatre', which depicts an East-End London theatre audience. Yeats's portrayal perhaps self-consciously reverses Punch magazine's racist depictions of the Irish as simianized savages with brutish British spectators instead appearing as an ungovernable, wild and unruly audienceP In this chaotic playhouse, what Joyce elsewhere excoriated as the 'Day of the Rabblement' is vividly manifest and the presence of prostitutes, food and drink further accentuates the Dionysian energy and activity of the scene that was anathema to its author
